The Earth's climate is being engineered

What partly cloudy used to look like

What partly cloudy looks like now

Did you know that there are countless weather modification companies operating around the world every day making huge
profits from controlling the weather. Here is the website of just one of those companies: www.rainonrequest.com
Did you know that in 2012 the United Nations published a report listing 42 countries engaged in full time weather
modification activities. Google: 'UN 42 countries weather modification'
Did you know that the International panel on climate change (IPCC) does not include these climate intervention programs in
their climate models. Catastrophic climate change is blamed on human activity and nothing else. Carbon taxes are set to
cripple the world’s economy and kill millions through starvation. For further info on IPCC climate models go to: www.ipcc.ch
Did you know that governments around the world are now proposing taking control of the earth’s climate as a response to
global warming/climate change. For further info go to: www.ce-conference.org
One type of proposed climate engineering is known as Solar Radiation Management. ‘SRM’ seeks to reflect incoming sunlight
back out to space and thus cool the planet. One of the various techniques being proposed to achieve this is 'Stratospheric
Aerosol Injection'. This would involve spraying aluminium oxide and sulphuric acid into the atmosphere from retrofitted
commercial airliners, all with the aim of creating an artificial cloud blanket around the earth to reflect incoming sunlight and
hence cool the planet. For further info Google: ‘Stratospheric Aerosol Geoengineering by Alan Robock’
Did you know that there has been no global warming since 1997. Google 'ClimateGate' or go to www.petitionproject.org
Look at the sky, 'Stratospheric Aerosol Injection' is happening now, it has been for over 20 years
These programs are reducing sunlight, changing the climate and affect all life. There is a vitamin D deficiency epidemic in
Ireland now from lack of sunlight, yet governments want to block the sun. Almost all illnesses are vitamin D deficiency related
These jet trails contain Aluminium which is detrimental to all life on earth. Thousands of rainwater tests conducted have
confirmed that aluminium is present in high concentrations in rainwater all around the world
Alzheimer’s and Dementia are caused by an over accumulation of aluminium in the brain cells. Other related illnesses are
Respiratory, Autoimmune, Lung and Heart problems
Did you know that air pollution is now the single greatest health risk in the world. The mainstream media is blaming car
emissions and coal pollution as being the main culprits but no mention of the countless tonnes of substances being
deliberately sprayed into the atmosphere every day of our lives in these ongoing programs
Did you know that a recent study out of Keele university in the UK found that Bees now have Dementia
Did you know that the biotech company 'Monsanto' which is a major funder of these programs is now producing aluminium
resistant seeds as a solution to aluminium contaminated soil
Did you know that John F Kennedy stated at a UN general assembly on September 25th 1961 that 'All nations will work
together to accurately predict and eventually control the weather. On youtube type: 'JFK talking about controlling the
weather in 1961'
Did you know that on Aug 15th 1952 the UK Met Office and the RAF were conducting rainmaking experiments in the village of
Lynmouth in Devon when it was hit by the worst floods in living memory. The village was washed away and 35 people died
Did you know that in December 2015 world leaders including mass murdering warmonger Barack Obama met in Paris and
ratified a climate treaty. Enshrined in this treaty is 500 climate laws which will be incrementally enacted into legislation in
195 countries. These laws will mean dramatic changes for society. Google: '500 climate laws globe international'
Did you know that in 1996 Mikhail Gorbachev said that ‘The threat of environmental catastrophe will be the international
disaster key to unlock the New World Order’. Catastrophic climate change is an engineered crisis designed to take control of
every facet of human activity and is sold all in the name of saving the earth, when it is in fact to Enslave the earth
Watch 'Why in the world are they spraying' on Youtube for further information on the climate engineering/change agenda
Contact us at Wexford Skywatch

for information on taking action to stop these horrendous crimes against life on earth

